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A virtual event via Zoom

2022 SAPA
Scientific
Symposium
The 2022 SAPA Scientific Symposium is one of the SAPA flagship annual events attracting prominent
pharma/biotech executives, academic and industry scientists, entrepreneurs, and investors, as well as
professionals from different healthcare fields locally and internationally. The event of this year is co-organized
by SAPA-HQ, SAPA-CT, and SAPA-DC and will be held virtually on Saturday, May 21, 2022.
The theme of the symposium is "Exploring New Frontiers in Science and Technology for Future
Therapeutics". The symposium will focus on the current trends of biomedical innovation and breakthroughs in the
following areas: current advances in drug discovery, CMC challenges and solutions in the development of
innovative modalities, design and data in drug development, and new movements in diagnostics. This year we
have invited world-renowned scientists, entrepreneurs, as well as senior executives of leading pharmaceutical
companies to share their perspectives. There will also be a job fair and an in-person gathering event for
interested participants.
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Event
Registration

We are glad to announce that registration for 2022 SAPA Scientific Symposium is Now Open!
Registration page: http://sapaweb.org/ss2022/, or scan the QR code above to register and get more event details.

Ticket Type

SAPA Member *

Non-Member **

General admission

Free

$20

Student***

Free

$10

*Active members, lifetime members please log in first to enjoy the FREE admission.
** We encourage you to join SAPA as a member first and immediately enjoy the FREE registration and member benefits for a whole year, including discounts to attend
other SAPA events.
*** To enjoy student discount, please register using your “.edu” school email.

Please contact us at event@sapaweb.org if you have any membership or registration-related questions.
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Symposium Agenda
At-a-glance
Time (US EDT)

Sessions

9:30 am – 9:40 am

Opening Remarks

9:40 am – 12:00 pm

Plenary Session

1:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Parallel Sessions
Session 1: Current Advances in Drug Discovery
Session 2: CMC Challenges and Solutions in the Development of Innovative Modalities
Session 3: Design and Data in Drug Development
Session 4: New movements in diagnostics

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Job Fair and Community Network
There will also be an in-person gathering and networking event (free of charge for the registered
participants) at 12:00 noon on Sunday, May 22, 2022. SAPA-HQ meetup location: Sakura (1345 US-1,
North Brunswick Township, NJ 08902), thanks to Accurant Biotech Inc. for sponsoring this event;
SAPA-DC meetup location: East Dumpling House (12 N Washington St, Rockville, MD 20850).
To participate the in-person gathering and networking event, please follow the link in the registration
confirmation page/letter.
Looking forward to seeing you at the symposium and the in-person gathering event!
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9:30 – 9:40 am

Scientific Symposium Opening Remarks and SAPA Intro
SAPA Scientific Symposium Plenary Session

9:40 – 10:20 am

Working toward a cure of multiple Myeloma: A drug developer’s perspectives. Sen Zhuang, M.D., Ph.D., Vice President, Janssen R&D

10:20 – 11:00 am

The evolving landscape of immunotherapy combinations in oncology. Jonathan Cheng, M.D., Senior Vice President, Bristol Myers Squibb

11:00 – 11:20 am

Coffee break and group photo

11:20 am – 12:00 pm

The dynamic, motile and deformative properties of RNA nanoparticles lead to efficient tumor vasculature targeting, fast renal excretion and rapid
body clearance. Peixuan Guo, Ph.D., Professor, The Ohio State University

12:10 – 1:00 pm

Lunch break; SAPA events and sponsor promotions
Parallel Session 1: Current Advances in Drug Discovery

Parallel Session 2: CMC Challenges and Solutions in the
Development of Innovative Modalities

1:05 – 1:45 pm

Novel dimeric insulin: novel dimeric insulin: discovery of
insulin receptor partial agonists: MK-5160 MK-1092.
Songnian Lin, Ph.D., Director, Merck

1:05 – 1:40 pm

Next-Generation Manufacturing at BMS: adopting a hybrid model
for continuous processing. Xuankuo Xu, Ph.D., Director, Bristol
Myers Squibb

1:45 – 2:25 pm

Bcl-xl PROTAC – A safer and more effective antitumor
agent. Daohong Zhou, M.D.,Professor, University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio

1:40 – 2:15 pm

Crystallization process development of small molecule drug
candidates utilizing solid-state knowledge. Shanming Kuang,
Ph.D., Senior Director, J-Star Research/Porton Pharma Solutions

2:25 – 3:00 pm

Challenges and considerations in immunogenicity assessment of
cell and gene therapies. Tong-yuan Yang, Ph.D., Senior Scientific
Director, Janssen R&D

2:25 – 2:35 pm

Coffee break and group photo

2:35 – 3:15 pm

Discovery of ABBV-744, a first-in-class highly BDII
selective BET bromodomain inhibitor. Le Wang, Ph.D.,
Principal research scientist II, Abbvie

3:00 – 3:35 pm

Nanotechnology platforms for use in drug discovery and
development. Jim Huang, Ph.D., Founder/CEO and Board of
Directors, Chair, Ascendia Pharmaceuticals

3:15 – 3:55 pm

Deep learning applications in drug discovery. Alan Cheng,
Ph.D., Director, Merck

3:35 – 4:10 pm

Melt extrusion deposition (MED®) 3D printing for drug delivery,
product development and manufacturing. Xiaoling Li, Ph.D.,
Professor, University of the Pacific; Cofounder & CSO, Triastek

4:00 – 5:00 pm

Networking session

4:15 – 5:00 pm

Networking session

1:05 – 1:40 pm

Parallel Session 3: Design and Data in Drug Development

Parallel Session 4: New Movements in Diagnostics

End-to-end AI-powered drug discovery - why do we need cross-border

Laboratory diagnosis and monitoring of infectious diseases at point of
care. Yi-Wei Tang, M.D., Ph.D., Chief Medical Officer, Danaher Dx Platform
China

cooperation to invent better drugs faster? Alex Zhavoronkov, Ph.D.,
Founder and CEO, Insilico Medicine
1:40 – 2:15 pm

2:15 – 2:25 pm
2:25 – 3:00 pm

3:00 – 3:35 pm

3:35 – 4:10 pm

4:15 – 5:00 pm

A unified framework of deep computer vision. Shubing Wang, Ph.D.,
Senior Principal Scientist, Merck

Bayesian hierarchical models for estimating drug efficacy in companion
diagnostic trials. Kui Shen, Ph.D., Director, Bayer

Coffee break and group photo

Coffee break and group photo

Informatics challenges and opportunities associated with the diversity
of drug substances. Jinbo Lee, Ph.D., CEO, Scilligence

The diagnostic application of metagenomic next-generation sequencing

Opportunities and challenges on “which compounds to make?” and

In vitro machine learning-based CAR-T immunological synapse quality

“how to make them?”. A scalability perspective. Jorg Wegner, Ph.D.,
Associate Scientific Director, Janssen R&D

measurements correlate with patient clinical outcomes. Dongfang Liu,
Ph.D., Associate Professor, Rutgers University

Patients, physicians and the research enterprise. Aaron Abend, M.B.A.,
Executive Director, Autoimmune Registry

Single molecular immune solution enables Alzheimer Disease early

(mNGS) in infectious disease. Andy Wang, Ph.D., Director, IVD Product, BGI
Americas

screening and diagnosis. Jiemin Yan, Ph.D., GM&CEO, Suzhou Astrabiotech

Networking session

Networking session
Job Fair and Community Networking Session

4:00 – 5:00 pm

Participating companies: Accurant Biotech, Ascendia, GemPharmaTech, and Aleon
In-Person Gathering and Networking Event (Sunday, May 22, 2022, 12:00 pm)

12:00 pm
May 22, 2022

• SAPA-HQ meetup location: Sakura (1345 US-1, North Brunswick Township, NJ 08902), thanks to Accurant Biotech Inc. for sponsoring this event.
• SAPA-DC meetup location: East Dumpling House (12 N Washington St, Rockville, MD 20850).

2022 SAPA Scientific Symposium
Planning Committee

Symposium Chair:

Symposium Committee Members

Communication, Technical and Logistic support

Yongmei Li

James Cao

Yongle Pang

Yunqi An

Jinqi Zhan

Jiangchao Chen

Eric Rong

Shuhui Chen

Yulan Zhang

Xiaodong Chen

John Sun

Zheng Chen

Yiming Zhao

Zheng Chen

Jian Wu

Chenchao Gao

Kristal Zhou

Wei Ding

Zhe Wu

Chengzhe Gao

Yong Guo

Xiaojiao Xue

Guanhua He

Brian Jiang

Dexi Yang

Juechun (Cathy) Tang

Charles Li

Zhiwei Yin

Ariana Wei

Jerry Li

Kai Ying

Jack Wu

Jiaying Liu

Chao Zheng

Tony Xu
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Plenary Session 9:40 am – 10:20 am

Sen Zhuang, MD, PhD
Vice President, Janssen R&D

Sen Zhuang MD, PhD is currently the Head of Hematology Development at
Janssen Oncology R&D. He oversees the global clinical development of
hematologic assets including ibrutinib, daratumumab, cilta-cel (BCMA-CAR-T),
teclistamab, talquetamab and other emerging late stage hematologic compounds.
Both ibrutinib and daratumumab are among the first drugs designated by the US
FDA as breakthrough therapy. He had previously lead global clinical development
for multiple compounds including YONDELIS (soft tissue sarcoma and ovarian
cancer), DOXIL (multiple myeloma and breast cancer), ZARNESTRA (acute
myelogenous leukemia and myelodysplastic syndrome), Senicapoc (sickle cell
anemia), HDAC inhibitor, HDM-2 inhibitor, and FGR Inhibitor programs. Sen is a
graduate from Sun Yat-Sen University of Medical Sciences in Guangzhou, China.
He earned a PhD degree in Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology for University of
Miami School of Medicine in Miami, Florida. He received his residency training in
Internal Medicine from Albert Einstein Medical College Long Island campus (Long
Island Jewish Medical Center) He completed his Medical Oncology and
Hematology fellowship in National Cancer Institute (NCI) and National Heart Lung
and Blood Institute (NHLBI) in Bethesda, Maryland. He is board certified in Internal
Medicine, Medical Oncology, and Hematology.

Working toward a cure of
multiple Myeloma: a drug
developer’s perspectives
Prognosis of multiple myeloma has been improving steadily since early
2000s with the advent of modern therapies such as proteosome
inhibitors (e.g. bortezomib), immune-modulatory inhibitors (e.g.
lenalidomide),
and
anti-CD38
monoclonal
antibody
(e.g.
daratumumab). The median overall survival (OS) for patients with
newly diagnosed multiple myeloma improved from 30-40 months prior
to 2000 to 70-90 months in late 2010s. Despite these progresses,
multiple myeloma remains an incurable and lethal disease. Recently,
with the advances in immune-therapeutics such as BCMA CAR-T
therapy and bispecific T cell engagers such as CD3-BCMA and CD3GPRC5D, it is conceivable that using these highly efficacious agents, a
potential curative regimen can be developed for newly diagnosed
multiple myeloma.
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Plenary Session 10:20 am – 11:00 am

Jonathan Cheng, MD
Senior Vice President, Bristol Myers Squibb

Jon’s background as a medical oncologist and cancer researcher has provided him
extensive drug development experience in both academia and industry for over 20
years. Jon joined BMS in September 2020 as the therapeutic area head of
oncology clinical development, managing the portfolio of solid tumor clinical
trials. Prior to joining BMS, Jon held roles of increasing responsibility over 11
years at Merck where he was most recently Vice President Oncology Therapeutic
Lead. And prior to that he was in academia for 11 years as an Associate Professor
at Fox Chase Cancer Center where he led as Principal Investigator (PI) a tumor
microenvironment drug development team, and where he continues to see patients
weekly as an Adjunct Professor.

The evolving landscape of
immunotherapy combinations in
oncology
The field of immunotherapies has transformed the treatment of cancer
in providing durable responses in many difficult to treat cancers.
Immunotherapy combinations are a major focus area for drug
developers given the opportunity to improve on established treatment
options and identify novel combinations that have the potential to
deliver transformative clinical outcomes for patients. This presentation
will provide an overview of the immunotherapy combination therapies in
solid tumor oncology, highlighting the need for further research to
understand the mechanisms of potential combinatory benefit, lessons
learned where combination benefit was lacking, and understanding
combination toxicities that may be dose limiting.
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Plenary Session 11:20 am – 12:00 pm

Peixuan Guo, PhD
Professor, The Ohio State University

Dr. Peixuan Guo, a pioneer of RNA nanotechnology, has held three endowed chair
positions at three different prestigious universities, and currently is the Sylvan G.
Frank Endowed Chair in Pharmaceutics and Drug Delivery and the director of the
Center for RNA Nanobiotechnology and Nanomedicine at The Ohio State
University. He is the president of the International Society of RNA Nanotech and
Nanomedicine. He received his Ph.D. from U Minnesota in 1987 and conducted his
postdoc at NIH under Bernard Moss. He joined Purdue University in 1990, tenured
in 1993 and became a full professor in 1997, honored as a Purdue Distinguished
Faculty Scholar in 1998. He served as the Director of the NIH Nanomedicine
Development Center (NDC) from 2006-2011, was the Director of NCI Cancer
Nanotech Platform Partnership Program from 2012-2017. To date, Dr. Guo
invented 70 patents (13 granted and 57 in Provisional and PCT).

The dynamic, motile and
deformative properties of RNA
nanoparticles lead to efficient
tumor vasculature targeting, fast
renal excretion and rapid body
clearance
A large number of noncoding RNAs have key roles in the regulation of
cellular functions. The dynamic nature of RNA leads to its motion and
deformation behavior. We recently reported that the rubbery, amoeba
and shape-shifting properties of RNA nanoparticles enhance their
penetration through leaky blood capillary, leading to efficient
accumulation in tumor vasculature. These dynamic, motile, and
deformable properties of the RNA nanoparticles also enable the RNA
nanoparticles to pass through the glomerulus, overcoming the filtration
size limitation, resulting in rapid renal excretion and fast body
clearance, therefore low or no toxicity. The performance of RNA
nanoparticles can be further improved by incorporating cancer-targeting
ligands. The inherent negative properties of RNA charge reduce
nonspecific cell binding and organ retention due to the repulsion with
the cell membrane which is also negatively charged. The multivalent
nature of RNA nanoparticles allows for multi functionalities, which can
be applied as an approach to overcome drug resistance.
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Parallel Session 1 1:05 pm – 1:45 pm

Songnian Lin, PhD
Director, Merck

Dr. Songnian Lin is a director of Discovery Chemistry, Merck Research
Laboratories, located in Kenilworth, New Jersey, USA. Dr. Lin has a broad
research interest including diabetes and obesity, NASH, hypertension, anemia,
arthritis, and cancer, and has successfully brought multiple drug candidates to
various stages of clinical testing. Dr. Lin currently oversees several drug discovery
programs in diabetes, cancer, and anti-inflammation/fibrosis areas, with diverse
chemical modalities ranging from small molecules, hormone peptides, macrocyclic
peptides, and protein conjugates; Prior to Merck, Dr. Lin obtained his PhD from
Stony Brook University (advisor: Iwao Ojima) and performed post-doctoral
research at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, as an US
Army Breast Cancer Research Fellow (advisor: Samuel Danishefsky).

Novel dimeric insulin: discovery
of insulin receptor partial
agonists: MK-5160 MK-1092
Insulin analogs have been developed to treat diabetes with focus
primarily on improving the time action profile without affecting ligandreceptor interaction or functional selectivity. As a result, inherent
liabilities (e.g. hypoglycemia) of injectable insulin continue to limit the
true therapeutic potential of related agents. Novel insulin dimers were
synthesized to investigate whether partial agonism of the insulin
receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase is achievable, and to explore the potential
for tissue-selective systemic insulin pharmacology. Selected insulin
dimers were found to function as IR partial agonists in vitro and
demonstrated in vivo in rodent and dog models endogenous insulinlike, low muscle action while maintaining effective metabolic control in
liver and adipose. These dimers possess low intrinsic clearance,
exhibited smoother dose-dependent potency increase and achieved
more dose-up titration in target glucose range with stable and sustained
glucose lowering, compared to full agonists insulins in the diabetic
minipig models. The combination of these unique features leads to
identification of clinical leads MK-5160 and MK-1092 as potential QD
basal insulins with novel mechanism of action and improved
therapeutic index.
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Parallel Session 1 1:45 pm – 2:25 pm

Daohong Zhou, MD
Professor, University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio

Dr. Daohong Zhou is a tenured professor in Department of Biochemistry &
Structural Biology and a Joe R. and Terry Lozano Long Distinguished Chair of
Developmental Therapeutics at the Long School of Medicine, University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSA). Dr. Zhou also serves as the
Director of the UTHSA Center of Innovative Drug Discovery (CIDD) and as the
Associate Director for Drug Development at the Mays Cancer Center (MCC). His
research has led to the discovery of the first potent and broad-spectrum senolytic
agent, ABT263 (a dual Bcl-2 and Bcl-xl inhibitor), that can selectively kill senescent
cells. This discovery may lead to new therapeutics for various age-related
diseases. More recently, he developed several proteolysis targeting chimeras
(PROTACs) that can target Bcl-xl and other proteins of interest for degradation. Dr.
Zhou’s efforts in the development of promising senolytics and cancer therapeutics
has led to the FDA approval of DT2216, a Bcl-xl PROTAC, in phase I studies, and
the founding of two biotechnology companies, Unity Biotechnology, which is
publicly traded (UBX on NASDAQ, https://unitybiotechnology.com/) and Dialectic
Therapeutics (https://www.dtsciences.com/). Using the PROTAC drug
development platform, he is developing additional specific antitumor and better
senolytic agents.

Bcl-xl PROTAC – A safer and
more effective antitumor agent
B-cell lymphoma extra-large (BCL-XL) is a well-validated cancer target.
However, the on-target and dose-limiting thrombocytopenia limits the
use of BCL-XL inhibitors, such as ABT263, as safe and effective
anticancer agents. To reduce the toxicity of BCL-XL inhibitors, we
developed a BCL-XL proteolysis-targeting chimera (PROTAC),
DT2216, that targets BCL-XL to the Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) E3 ligase
for degradation. We found that DT2216 was more potent against
various BCL-XL-dependent leukemia and cancer cells but considerably
less toxic to platelets than ABT263 in vitro because VHL is poorly
expressed in platelets. In vivo, DT2216 effectively inhibits the growth of
several xenograft tumors as a single agent or in combination with other
chemotherapeutic
agents,
without
causing
appreciable
thrombocytopenia. As such, DT2216 has been advanced into phase I
studies after it was approved as an IND by the FDA in 2021. Our
findings demonstrate the potential to use PROTAC technology to
reduce on-target drug toxicities and rescue the therapeutic potential of
previously undruggable targets. Furthermore, DT2216 may be
developed as a safe first-in-class anticancer agent targeting BCL-XL.
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Parallel Session 1 2:35 pm – 3:15 pm

Le Wang, PhD
Principal Research Scientist II, Abbvie

Dr. Le Wang is a Principal Research Scientist II at AbbVie. He has more than 25
years of drug discovery experience covering a wide range of anti-cancer therapies,
including small molecules and biologics. A proven and prolific drug hunter, Le has
made impactful contributions to the success of numerous Abbott/AbbVie cancer
research programs, such as BCL-2 family protein inhibitors, and BET family
inhibitors. He was the recipient of 2021 ACS Heroes of Chemistry Award for his
contribution to the identification of Venotoclax, a first-in-class BCL-2 protein
inhibitor. He received his PhD in organic chemistry from Auburn University, where
he studied under Professor Philip Shevlin.

Discovery of ABBV-744, a firstin-class highly BDII selective
BET bromodomain inhibitor
The BET family of proteins consists of BRD2, BRD3, BRD4 and BRDT,
with each of these proteins containing two distinct bromodomains (BDI
and BDII). ABBV-075, our first generation of BET inhibitor, exhibits
similar affinity to each of the 8 bromodomains. ABBV-075 also shows
potent anti-proliferative activity against a wide range of tumor cell lines.
It has been hypothesized that selective inhibition of specific subsets of
the BET bromodomain might provide a better therapeutic window by
targeting tumor types that are predominantly driven by the gene
transcriptions induced by subtype specific BET bromodomain(s). Based
on project team X-ray protein structures, Asp144/His 437 and
Ile146/Val439 sequence differences (BRD4 BDI/BDII numbering) were
identified as potential targets for the generation of BDII-selective
inhibitors.
Initial medicinal chemistry efforts resulted in a tool
compound with greater than 100-fold selectivity for BRD4 BDII over
BRD4 BDI. In vivo xenograft experiments demonstrated that this BDIIselective tool compound was orally efficacious in an SKM-1 AML
xenograft model over a wide dose range, suggesting a potential
improvement in therapeutic index. With this encouraging result, further
optimization of BDII-selectivity and drug-like properties led to the
identification of the clinical asset ABBV-744, which is currently in
human clinical trials.
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Parallel Session 1 3:15 pm – 3:55 pm

Alan Cheng, PhD
Director, Merck

Alan Cheng is a Director at the Merck & Co. research laboratories in South San
Francisco, where he manages a group and works on the discovery of small
molecule and biologics therapeutics using a combination of biophysics-based
modeling, informatics, and AI/ML approaches. Part of the group works on deep
learning approaches for lead optimization. Previously, he was at Amgen for 11
years, and Pfizer for 5 years. He has contributed to 6+ clinical molecules and is an
author or inventor on over 70 peer-reviewed publications and patents. He received
his Ph.D. at UCSF in Biophysics, and his undergraduate degrees at UC Berkeley
in Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, and Molecular and Cellular Biology.
He also currently teaches in and chairs the Bioinformatics M.S. program at
Brandeis University.

Deep learning applications in
drug discovery
Deep learning-based approaches are showing increasing promise and
usefulness for drug design, fueled by increasing computational power,
larger datasets generated in a standardized manner, and adaptation of
algorithmic advances to chemistry and biologics design. Here, we
discuss small molecule property prediction performance advances for
key properties important in multiparameter optimization of small
molecules, and then discuss ongoing work to address challenges in
interpreting and improving deep learning for molecular design of both
chemistry and biologics.
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Parallel Session 2 1:05 pm – 1:40 pm

Xuankuo Xu, PhD
Director, Bristol Myers Squibb

Xuankuo Xu, Ph.D. is currently a Director in Biologics Development at Bristol
Myers Squibb (BMS). Xu’s group is responsible for the downstream process
development for early/late stage biotherapeutics, scale-up and tech transfer of
manufacturing process, and optimization of control strategy. His group is also
working on implementation of next-generation continuous manufacturing and new
technologies. Xu joined BMS in 2008 as a Scientist after getting his Ph.D. in
Chemical Engineering from the University of Delaware.

Next-generation manufacturing
at BMS: adopting a hybrid model
for continuous processing
The “one size fits all” concept is rarely applicable in life - this is also
true for the concept of continuous manufacturing. This talk will highlight
the various aspects of continuous manufacturing (both upstream and
downstream) that are being incorporated in BMS’ newest single-use
biologics manufacturing plant to address its growing pipeline needs.
The advantages for manufacturing cadence and overall throughput,
along with efforts to decrease media usage and reduce downstream
resin costs will be presented.
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Parallel Session 2 1:40 pm – 2:15 pm

Shanming Kuang, PhD
Senior Director, J-Star Research/Porton
Pharma Solutions

Dr. Shanming Kuang is currently the Head of Center for Pharma Crystallization at
Porton Shanghai and Senior Director of Solid Form Studies at J-Stat Research.
Shanming obtained his PhD in physical chemistry from the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. After a postdoc at Purdue University, Shanming spent more than 20
years in pharma industry with BMS, Roche, GSK, Crystal Pharmatech and J-Star
Research Inc. His tenure involves managing solid state chemistry groups focusing
on solid form screening and selection, crystallization process development and
preformulation. His teams were integral in understanding drug candidate
developability and ensuring projects were minimally impacted by solid-state
property issues. Shanming has extensive experience in developability assessment
for more than 400 small molecule drug candidates and has published more than 60
peered reviewed papers and patent applications.

Crystallization process
development of small molecule
drug candidates utilizing solidstate knowledge
Small molecule drug candidates tend to have different solid forms,
including anhydrate, hydrate, solvate, salt, cocrystal and amorphous.
Each form displays unique solid-state properties that can profoundly
influence the bioavailability, stability, manufacturability and other
performance characteristics of the drugs. Therefore, it is critical to
conduct solid-state research and choose the right solid form for
development based on properties including crystallinity, hygroscopicity,
solubility, stability, processability and flowability. Once a form is
selected, a crystallization process is needed to produce the desired
form consistently in large scale. This presentation will use a case
study to demonstrate how to utilize solid-state knowledge to
development a robust crystallization process. The in-depth
understanding of the solid forms would significantly facilitate the design
of proper crystallization, resolve process challenges, and enhance the
control of the drug substance quality attributes.
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Parallel Session 2 2:25 pm – 3:00 pm

Tong-yuan Yang, PhD
Senior Scientific Director, Janssen R&D

Dr. Tong-yuan Yang currently is Senior Scientific Director at Preclinical Sciences
and Translational Safety, Janssen Research and Development, LLC, the
pharmaceutical sector of Johnson & Johnson. He has over twenty years of
experience in biopharmaceutics ranged from drug discovery, development to
market approval. He manages a group of scientists to develop and validate
immunological and biochemical assays to support characterizing pharmacokinetics
(PK) and immunogenicity of biologics, CAR-T and gene therapy products in
nonclinical and clinical settings. He is an active member of the American
Association of Pharmaceutical Sciences. He received his medical degree from
Peking Medical University (Now Peking University Health Science Center) and
Ph.D. in Molecular Virology from Pennsylvania State University College of
Medicine where he also holds an adjunct professorship at Department of
Pharmacology.

Challenges and considerations
in immunogenicity assessment
of cell and gene therapies
With the recent approval of cell and gene therapies and many more in
ongoing clinical studies, cell and gene therapies have shown to be the
most effective treatment for a variety of unmet medical needs.
Persistence of these novel modalities in dosed subjects plays a critical
role in long term efficacy while it could also impose a potential long
term safety risk during treatment and after remission.
Immunogenicity assessment of cell and gene therapies are complex
when compared to conventional protein therapeutics (biologics).
Immunogenicity has been implicated in adverse events and reduced
efficacies observed in clinical studies. Therefore immunogenicity
assessment in clinical studies is a regulatory expectations for cell and
gene therapies. The challenges lie in the complex critical questionsdriven bioanalytical strategy, unconventional methodologies used for
bioanalytical methods, and lack of regulatory guidance on “fit for
purpose” method validation when compared to conventional protein
biologics for immunogenicity assessment. This presentation will provide
considerations in developing and implementing bioanalytical
strategies/solutions to characterization of immunogenicity in order to
enable advancement of these novel modalities in clinical studies.
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Parallel Session 2 3:00 pm – 3:35 pm

Jim Huang, PhD
Founder/CEO and Board of Directors, Chair,
Ascendia Pharmaceuticals

Dr. Huang founded Ascendia in 2012 after a career in pharmaceutical R&D and
management at Pfizer, Baxter, AstraZeneca, and most recently Roche. He has led
the formulation development efforts for the successful transition of several oral and
parenteral dosage forms from discovery through formulation, manufacturing,
technical transfer and ultimately commercialization. Dr. Huang holds a Ph.D. in
Pharmaceutics from the University of the Sciences in Philadelphia (formerly
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Sciences) where he worked with Joseph B.
Schwartz.
Dr. Huang’s research interests are centered on improvement of solubility and
dissolution for, and controlled delivery of, poorly water soluble drugs through nanoemulsion, nano-particle and amorphous solid dispersion technologies. His
publications include studies on drug solubilization and controlled delivery in
polymeric solid dispersion systems, amorphous drug delivery systems, controlled
release, modeling and simulation, thermal and spectroscopic characterization of
amorphous molecular dispersions, drug-polymer interactions and its significance
on physical stability of amorphous drug, and micro/nano particulates for use in
parenteral dosage forms.
He has been a reviewer for the Journal of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, International Journal of Pharmaceutics, Journal of
Controlled Release, Drug Development and Industrial Pharmacy, PDA Journal of
Pharmaceutical Science and Technology, Molecular Pharmaceutics, and
Pharmaceutical Research. Currently, he is a member of American Association of
Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) and American Chemical Society (ACS).

Nanotechnology platforms for
use in drug discovery and
development
Drug discovery and development for new therapeutic entities is a
rewarding and lengthy process, which is complicated by drug delivery
of therapeutic entities with challenging properties, such as
bioavailability, solubility, permeability, and chemical and biological
stability.
Current applications in drug delivery from discovery and
development stages by various solubilization and encapsulation
nanotechnologies are overviewed, and case studies are presented.
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Parallel Session 2 3:35 pm – 4:10 pm

Xiaoling Li, PhD
Professor, University of the Pacific; Cofounder
& CSO, Triastek

Xiaoling Li, Ph.D. is a Professor of Pharmaceutics in Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy at the University of the Pacific. Dr. Li is a Fellow of American
Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists and a Fellow of American Institute for
Medical and Biological Engineering. He received BS in Pharmacy and MS in
Nuclear Pharmacy from Shanghai Medical University, and Ph.D. in Pharmaceutics
from the University of Utah. He served as department chair, graduate program
director and Associate Dean of Graduate Education and Research during his
tenure at University of the Pacific. Dr. Li’s research interest areas include oral
mucosal drug delivery, novel polymers for pharmaceutical and medical
applications, targeting drug delivery, and application of physicochemical concepts
to novel dosage form design. He holds 57 patents with 41 patent applications
pending and has published 102 papers/book chapters, over 170
abstracts/presentations, and two books entitled “Design of Controlled Release
Drug Delivery Systems” and “Oral Bioavailability”. Dr. Li is a recipient of the CRS
Outstanding Paper Award for the Journal of Controlled Release, Distinguished
Faculty Award of the University of the Pacific and AAPS Outstanding Educator
Award. He co-founded two companies, Formurex, Inc., a formulation development
company and Triastek, a 3D printing pharmaceutical company.

Melt extrusion deposition (MED®)
3D printing for drug delivery,
product development and
manufacturing
Melt Extrusion Deposition (MED®) 3D Printing has been developed
specifically for pharmaceutical applications. In this presentation, the
applications of MED in drug delivery, product development and
manufacturing will be introduced.
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Parallel Session 3 1:05 pm – 1:40 pm

Alex Zhavoronkov, PhD
Founder and CEO, Insilico Medicine

Alex Zhavoronkov is Founder and CEO of Insilico Medicine, a leader in nextgeneration artificial intelligence technologies for drug discovery and biomarker
development. Prior to founding Insilico, he worked in senior roles at ATI
Technologies (acquired by AMD in 2006), NeuroG Neuroinformatics and the
Biogerontology Research Foundation.
Dr. Zhavoronkov also used to be a GPU-technology expert and was listed among
the Top 100 AI Leaders in Drug Discovery and Advanced Healthcare by Deep
Knowledge Analytics.
Dr. Zhavoronkov has been inventing critical technologies in the field of generative
adversarial networks (GANs) and reinforcement learning (RL) for the generation of
novel molecular structures with desired properties and the generation of synthetic
biological and patient data, since 2015. He also pioneered the application of deep
learning technologies for the prediction of human biological age using multiple data
types, transferring learning from aging into disease, target identification, and
signaling pathway modeling. Since 2012, Dr. Zhavoronkov has published over 150
peer-reviewed research papers, and two books.

End-to-end AI-powered drug
discovery - why do we need
cross-border cooperation to
invent better drugs faster?
Between February 2021 and April 2022 Insilico Medicine reached
preclinical candidate (PCC) status for 7 therapeutic programs. Several
of these PCC candidates were for AI-discovered novel targets and AIdesigned novel molecules and others for AI-annotated targets and AIdesigned novel molecules. One AI-discovered and AI-designed novel
anti-fibrotic molecule has completed Phase 0 human clinical study and
entered into Phase I. This progress was enabled by Insilico’s end-toend AI platform comprised of target discovery (PandaOmics), small
molecule generation (Chemistry42), and clinical trial prediction
(inClinico) engines that are also available to Insilico partners. The
experiments were performed using a global, geographically distributed,
highly parallel network of partners and contract research organizations
(CROs).
In order to increase the efficiency of the pharmaceutical industry and to
deliver novel therapeutics to patients around the world, there is a need
for efficient cross-border cooperation and integration.
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Parallel Session 3 1:40 pm – 2:15 pm

Shubing Wang, PhD
Senior Principal Scientist, Merck

Shubing Wang is currently a Senior Principal Scientist in Early Development
Statistics (EDS) at Merck Research Laboratories. He graduated from the University
of Wisconsin at Madison, with a Ph.D. in Statistics in 2007. Shubing worked as a
summer intern in Late Stage Statistics in 2006 at Merck. He has been working in
Biometrics Research, EDS since graduation.
Shubing is an enthusiastic Machine Learner and devoted software developer,
whose research and work focus on deep computer vision, longitudinal data
analysis and dynamic modeling

A unified framework of deep
computer vision
As Artificial Intelligence (AI) takes the center stage of modern
technology development, advancement in Deep learning (DL) has
transformed computer vision (CV) into the “AI”-era, where the DL
models can see and understand the world better, deeper and faster. At
Merck, these advances have been fundamentally reshaping and
enabling AI-based next-generation drug development, where CV
applications are always in the form of a multi-task, multi-stage and
high-throughput pipeline. We propose a unified framework of deep
computer vision to tackle all the challenges, by taking advantage of the
creative model architecture engineering, the brutal-force optimization
algorithms, and the enormous computing power of modern GPUs: 1) To
kick-start a deep computer vision pipeline, we developed a modularized
framework of self-supervised-learning, which takes advantage of large
unlabeled data to generate powerful data encoders, the followed by
supervised fine-tuning using very few labeled data, to achieve state-ofart performance; 2) Our deep computer vision models are further
optimized by compound-scaling and progressive learning borrowed
from EfficientNet framework; 3) We interpret and explain our deep
learning models and outcomes using SHAP values, Integrated
Gradients, and Multiple Instance Learning; 4) We finally report the
predictions along with uncertainty estimate presented by conformal
prediction sets.
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Parallel Session 3 2:25 pm – 3:00 pm

Jinbo Lee, PhD
CEO, Scilligence

Dr. Jinbo Lee is the CEO and co-founder of Scilligence Corporation. He has
extensive experience in drug discovery and development in both pharmaceutical
and biotech companies at senior leadership positions. Most recently as the Head
of Chemistry at Ensemble Therapeutics, he was responsible for molecule
modeling/cheminformatics, medicinal chemistry, process chemistry, and analytical
chemistry. Prior to Ensemble Therapeutics, Dr. Lee led multi-discipline teams
including medicinal chemists, X-ray crystallographers, molecular modelers,
pharmacologists and DMPK scientists at Wyeth Pharmaceuticals. He has also
worked at Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals in the areas of medicinal
chemistry and combinatorial chemistry. Dr. Lee has in-depth knowledge in multiple
diseases areas including oncology, metabolic diseases, neurodegenerative
diseases, infectious diseases, and inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. He is
an expert in research informatics, medicinal chemistry, structure-based drug
design and prodrug design. Dr. Lee received his Ph.D. degree in Organic
Chemistry from Princeton University. He has many publications in prestigious
scientific journals and holds a number of patent/patent applications. Dr. Lee has
been an invited speaker in numerous drug discovery and informatics conferences.

Informatics challenges and
opportunities associated with
the diversity of drug substances
The pharmaceutical industry has seen a dramatic evolution from
traditional small molecule drugs to a wide variety of therapeutic
modalities. The increased complexity of therapeutics (antibody-drug
conjugates, siRNA, mRNA vaccines, antisense gene therapy, and CAR
T cell therapy) has created an unmet need in the discovery science
space. The legacy systems, designed for small molecule drug
discovery, are no longer able to support research and development
(R&D) efforts associated with the diverse and unique informatics need
for these novel drug substances. In this talk, we will discuss the exciting
opportunities available for the well-diversified R&D therapeutics
landscape. We will also focus on state-of-the-art informatics solutions
which support these efforts in industry as well as academic settings.
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Parallel Session 3 3:00 pm – 3:35 pm

Jorg Wegner, PhD
Associate Scientific Director, Janssen R&D

Dr. Wegner has more than sixteen years of drug design experience supporting
projects across all therapeutic areas from early target identification to late lead
optimization. He has a strong track record in the business integration of data
analytics, large-scale multi-task learning AI approaches and cloud environments
into a pharmaceutical context and have created, coordinated and delivered various
strategic innovation initiatives along such lines with multiple million Euros of
budget. This includes, but is not limited to collaborating with many partners,
covering academic groups, data analysts, software engineers, medicinal chemists,
biologists, and other drug development companies. Dr. Wegner has successfully
delivered business value to therapeutic area projects using AI and are leading a
team of multiple FTE to support our internal drug design project teams as well as
driving the strategic AI initiatives. I am a strong believer in diverse teams to reach a
business integration and cutting-edge innovation.
Due to a computer science background Dr. Wegner is also strategically interested
in risk reduction and data analytics. He is an avid problem solver, is used to
working successfully in a fast paced dynamic environment and is a strong believer
in diverse teams to reach a business integration and cutting-edge innovation.

Opportunities and challenges on
“which compounds to make?”
and “how to make them?” A
scalability perspective
Dr. Wegner will showcase how data analytics/AI is being used in
business processes and how this improves decision making for drug
design teams. He will present retro- and prospective studies to highlight
the value proposition of the innovation integration of novel science and
technology into business processes. A key differentiator for enabling
analytics/AI is to decide which science and technology contributes to
the business and only lift those to enterprise level.
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Parallel Session 3 3:35 pm – 4:10 pm

Aaron Abend, MBA
Executive Director, Autoimmune Registry

Aaron Abend is a software technology entrepreneur who has spent the past 20
years focused on healthcare and medical research. In 2013, after his mother was
diagnosed with Sjogren’s syndrome, he discovered that statistics on autoimmune
diseases were lacking, and saw the need for a national registry for autoimmune
disease, modeled on the National Cancer Registry. In 2015, he founded the
Autoimmune Registry, a hub for research, statistics, and patient data on all
autoimmune diseases
ARI is. ARI provides disease profiles on over 150 autoimmune diseases that affect
millions of Americans, maintains its own patient registry, and collaborates with
disease-specific nonprofit patient groups to support research and drug discovery.
Aaron is best known for his work with Informatics for Integrating Biology and the
Bedside, i2b2, an NIH funded, open-source software program that supports
medical research by enabling HIPAA-compliant exploration of patient data. He is a
member of the Yale Medical School Institutional Review Board (IRB), works with
the NIH National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C) and is a member of the NIH
All of Us program Advisory Board.
He holds a BA from Middlebury College, an MBA from Columbia University and
studied biomedical informatics at Stanford University.

Patients, physicians and the
research enterprise
The practice of medicine originated as the treatment of patients, one at
a time. The idea of using cohorts of patients with the same problem to
determine what treatments and medications work is a relatively new
way of thinking. Medical practice has yet to align with this way of
thinking. How do companies in biotech and pharmaceuticals work with
the medical system to bring patients and doctors into the medical
discovery enterprise? The answer is a combination of better health
system data, a better understanding of the medical research process,
and an improved alignment of patients, doctors and researchers.
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Parallel Session 4 1:05 pm – 1:40 pm

Yi-Wei Tang, MD, PhD
Chief Medical Officer, Danaher Dx Platform
China

Dr. Yi-Wei Tang is currently the China Chief Medical Officer of Cepheid at the
Danaher Diagnostic Platform in Shanghai. He obtained his medical training from
Fudan University Shanghai School of Medicine and Ph.D. in microbiology and
immunology from Vanderbilt University. He was a Lecturer and Clinical Fellow at
the Mayo Clinic, a Professor at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Chief
of the Clinical Microbiology Service at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
and a Professor of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine at the Weill Medical
College of Cornell University in New York City, USA. He has been engaged in
developing and evaluating new and advanced microbiological diagnostic testing
procedures. Dr. Tang ranks among the top of the scientific field in clinical and
molecular microbiology, as evidenced by his election as an Editor for the Journal of
Clinical Microbiology, an Associate Editor for the Journal of Molecular Diagnostics,
an Associate Editor for the Emerging Microbes and Infection, and a Fellow of the
American Academy for Microbiology and of the Infectious Disease Society of
America. Dr. Tang has been recognized for his extraordinary expertise in the
molecular microbiology diagnosis and monitoring with over 200 peer-reviewed
articles and over 100 book chapters in this field during the past 20 years.

Laboratory diagnosis and
monitoring of infectious
diseases at point of care
Point of care testing (POCT) for infectious diseases is testing
conducted near the patient care, allowing clinicians to offer appropriate
treatment more quickly. As POCT devices have increased in accuracy
and become more cost-effective, their use has grown gradually in
detection and characterization of microbial pathogens. Most POC tests
provide diagnoses with short turnaround time, with trend to expand
from immunochromatography to molecular formats. Since 2003 WHO
initially proposed the ASSURED criteria as targeted goals for POCT in
resource-limited settings, various practical considerations have been
recently articulated by proposed RE-ASSURED criteria, with an
emphasis on diagnostic connectivity to mobile devices, together with
battery or solar power generation. Random-access, integrated
molecular devices available at the point of care with scalable capacities
will facilitate the rapid and accurate diagnosis and monitoring of
infectious diseases.
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Parallel Session 4 1:40 pm – 2:15 pm

Kui Shen, PhD
Director, Bayer

Dr. Shen is the director of clinical statistics at Bayer. He is leading the statistical
support for medical device development and submission. Dr. Shen received his
Ph.D. in a joint program from the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon
University.

Bayesian hierarchical models for
estimating drug efficacy in
companion diagnostic trials
Companion diagnostics (CDx) was considered a medical device to
identify patients who might benefit from treatment. Frequentist
approaches have been widely used to estimate the efficacy in the CDx
intended use population in companion diagnostic trials. In this study,
the Bayesian hierarchical models were developed to assess the drug
efficacy, and simulations were conducted to evaluate the model
performance. General statistical considerations in the companion
diagnostic trials will also be discussed.
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Parallel Session 4 2:25 pm – 3:00 pm

Andy Wang, PhD
Director, IVD Product, BGI Americas

Andy Wang is a seasoned product management and marketing expert with
commercial launch experience of instruments and reagents (e.g., infectious
disease diagnostics, Flow Cytometry, Immunology) in both RUO and IVD markets.
Through partnership with academia, clinical and industrial stakeholders, he
previously successfully commercialized Lipofectamine 3000 transfection reagent,
BD Accuri flow cytometer and Veritor Plus rapid POCT platforms. His current work
focuses on democratizing precision medicine and omics for all.

The diagnostic application of
metagenomic next-generation
sequencing (mNGS) in infectious
disease
As next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies continue to
revolutionize molecular diagnostics, clinical practice of metagenomics
NGS (mNGS) is rapidly changing how physicians diagnose and treat
infectious diseases. Accelerated by the COVID-19 outbreak, clinical
mNGS applications are poised for broad adoption, especially in
pathogen identification and surveillance. Three topics will be presented:
- mNGS technologies and advantages
- Clinical mNGS applications in infectious diseases
- Case studies including COVID-19 and lessons learned
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Parallel Session 4 3:00 pm – 3:35 pm

Dongfang Liu, PhD
Associate Professor, Rutgers University

Dongfang Liu, Ph.D., an Associate Professor and Director of Immunoassay
Development Program at the Department of Pathology, Immunology and
Laboratory Medicine in Rutgers University- New Jersey Medical School. In 2012,
Dr. Liu was recruited to Baylor College of Medicine as a tenure-track Assistant
Professor in the Department of Pediatrics, and Pathology & Immunology, before
joining Houston Methodist Research Institute (HMRI) as an Assistant Professor in
2015. In 2018, Dr. Liu was promoted to an Associate Professor in HMRI. Dr. Liu
did his Ph.D. and postdoctoral training on natural killer (NK) cells. After completing
the postdoctoral training, he joined Ragon Institute of MGH, MIT and Harvard in
2011 as a senior research scientist, where he worked on HIV-specific immune cell
dysfunction. Dr. Liu’s research is primarily focused on the immunobiology of NK
and chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-NK cells. He has more than 20 years'
experience in NK cell research. Dr. Liu has published research papers in top-tier
journals, including Nature Immunology, Immunity, Nature Communications, JACI,
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., and others. Dr. Liu serves on several editorial boards for
multiple journals and as a reviewer for a number of journals and several grant
agencies.

In vitro machine learning-based
CAR-T immunological synapse
quality measurements correlate
with patient clinical outcomes
The human immune system consists of a highly intelligent network of
billions of independent, self-organized cells that interact with each
other. We investigates a new strategy for assessing CAR-T efficacy by
quantifying CAR IS quality using the glass-support planar lipid bilayer
system combined with ML-based data analysis. In this presentation, we
develop a novel ML-based method to quantify thousands of CAR cell IS
images with enhanced accuracy and speed. CAR cell IS quality can be
used as a potential composite biomarker and correlates with antitumor
activities in patients, which is sufficiently discriminative to further test
the CAR IS quality as a clinical biomarker to predict response to CAR
immunotherapy in cancer. For translational research, the method
developed here can also provide guidelines for designing and
optimizing numerous CAR constructs for potential clinical development.
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Parallel Session 4 3:35 pm – 4:10 pm

Jiemin Yan, PhD
GM&CEO, Suzhou Astra-biotech

Jiemin Yan has more than 20 years of sales, management and business
development experience in the life science and in vitro diagnostics industry. He
has served as the general Manager of danaher Group, one of the world’s top three
IVD giants, and the global Vice President and General Manager of Quanterix, a
Nasdaq-listed company.
Currently, he works as the general manager and CEO of Astrabio, mainly
responsible for the three-year strategic planning as well as investment and
financing management of Astrabio. The core mission is to apply the singlemolecule immunoassay platform to clinical diagnosis and screening based on
neuroscience, and simultaneously expanding the need for ultra-sensitive biomarker
detection in the other disease areas.

Single molecular immune
solution enables Alzheimer
Disease early screening and
diagnosis
Early diagnosis and screening of Alzheimer's disease has become one
of the important goals to be urgently break-through in China's 14th
Five-year Plan's Brain Project.
Current clinical diagnosis approaches of AD based on imaging (PETCT/MRI), Cerebrospinal Fluid test and the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA). However, each of these methods has its own
limitation. Therefore, we can see increase demand of blood biomarker
detection as a non-invasive method for AD early screening, diagnosis
as well as prognosis.
With the break-through Single molecule immunoassay technology, we
are expected to be a new approach to realize the early screening and
early diagnosis of AD with its ultra-high sensitive and fully automated
solution.
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Job Fair and Networking Session (4:00 –
5:00 pm, May 21, 2022)
Participating companies: Accurant Biotech, Ascendia, GemPharmaTech, and Aleon

In-person gathering and Networking
events (12:00 pm, May 22, 2022)
SAPA-HQ Meetup:
Location: Sakura (1345 US-1, North Brunswick Township, NJ 08902), limited to 70 people,
thanks to Accurant Biotech Inc. for sponsoring this event.

SAPA-DC Meetup:
Location: East Dumpling House (12 N Washington St, Rockville, MD 20850), limited to 30
people.
Participants who have registered for the 2022 SAPA Scientific Symposium can
register for an in-person event free of charge, but seats are limited. Please register
early and don't miss out!
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SAPA Corporate Sponsors and Collaborators
Strategic Sponsor

Diamond Sponsors

Platinum and Gold Sponsors

Strategic Collaborators

About
SAPA
The Sino-American Pharmaceutical Professionals Association (SAPA) was established in 1993 and is headquartered in the center of the pharmaceutical
corridor in New Jersey, USA. Since its inception, SAPA rapidly became one of the most active Chinese-American professional associations in the US
with eight chapters and more than 6,000 members.
SAPA’s members are primarily from large and mid-sized pharmaceutical and biotech companies in the US, with areas of expertise covering almost every
aspect of pharmaceutical research and development as well as production.
The organization’s large membership base and their superb scientific and technical abilities has allowed SAPA to be a key source for knowledge
exchange on the latest developments in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and generic drug industries.
As a non-profit organization registered in the US, SAPA receives generous sponsorship and support from numerous multinational companies in the US
and overseas. SAPA will continue to provide a broad platform for scientific and technical discussion, talent exchange, and training for the colleagues in
the pharmaceutical industry from the US and China.
Professional Expertise of SAPA Members
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drug discovery, research and development
Preclinical and clinical research and development
Application and registration of new drug and biologics to the US FDA
Production and manufacture of pharmaceuticals and biological products
Commercial and marketing of pharmaceutical and biological products
Generic product development and technology
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Sino-American
Pharmaceutical
Professionals
Association

8 pm on the 8th day of every month

2022

SAPA
Career Talk
8@8

Science
Education
Collaboration
Career

h t t p s : / / s a p a w e b . o r g

SAPA Career Talk 8@8 is a virtual webinar
series hosted on the 8th day of every month
at 8 pm. We will discuss career hot topics
and address concerns related to SAPA
members and friends. These sessions are
complimentary to all.

Scan the QR code on the right to register for the event, and join us from 8:00 – 9:30 pm, on
the 8th day of each month. Please note that at the Zoom registration page you can register
for all of the 2022 8@8 monthly program, so please make sure to select the right month
from the pull-down menu. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email
containing information about how to join the session.

2022 SAPA
Healthcare Investment
Forum & Roadshow

Saturday, June 25, 2022
Alfred Lerner Hall
Columbia University
New York, NY

Where science meets capital

h t t p s : / / s a p a w e b . o r g

Sino-American
Pharmaceutical
Professionals
Association

CDW
Career Development Workshop

Sino-American
Pharmaceutical
Professionals
Association

CDW Master Class

2022

Re-Examine the
Career Codebook

Saturday
July 30, 2022
h t t p s : / / s a p a w e b . o r g

Sino-American
Pharmaceutical
Professionals
Association

2022 SAPA
Annual Conference
September 30 & October 1, 2022
DoubleTree by Hilton
Somerset Hotel and Conference Center
200 Atrium Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873, USA

Science ◆ Education ◆ Collaboration ◆ Career

https://sapaweb.org

SAPA Mission
As a global organization, SAPA’s mission is:
• To promote the advancement of pharmaceutical science and biotechnology
• To contribute to public health education
• To promote entrepreneurship, healthcare investment and business cooperation
• To foster the career growth of pharmaceutical professionals

Sino-American
Pharmaceutical Professionals
Association
Connecting dots to grow together
www.sapaweb.org

Follow SAPA on:
LinkedIn:
SAPA-HQ
WeChat:
SAPA
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